




Attention!
Export of TRAIL models 76513/76501/76503/76507/76509 may 
have export limitations depending on the laws in your region.

Attention!
L'exportation des modèles TRAIL 
76513/76501/76503/76507/76509  peut avoir des restrictions à 
l'exportation, selon la législation de votre région.

Achtung! 
Export von Modellen TRAIL 76513/76501/76503/76507/76509 
kann Exportbeschränkungen je nach dem Gesetz in Ihrer Region 
unterliegen.

¡Atención! 
La exportación de los modelos TRAIL 
76513/76501/76503/76507/76509 puede tener restricciones de 
exportación según la ley en su región.

Attenzione!
L'esportazione dei modelli TRAIL 
76513/76501/76503/76507/76509 può avere limitazioni a seconda 
delle leggi del tuo paese.





Built-in video recorder

Recoil activated video recording

Integration with iOS and Android based mobile devices

Wi-Fi. Remote control and viewing using smartphone 

YouTube. Direct video streaming and recording to the via 

smartphone using the Stream Vision application

User-friendly interface

Three operating modes - City, Forest, Identification

Three calibration modes – Manual, Semi-automatic, Automatic

13 electronic reticles

10 zeroing distances for each profile

Shot counter

Scalable Mil-Dot reticle

Function ”“Smart reticle

Defective pixel repair function 

Stadiametric rangefinder 

Display off option



















Remote
Control



Unlinking remote control: 

Enter the main menu, select menu item “Remote control”. 

Press the М button, countdown will start (30 sec). 

Wait for the countdown to expire without pressing any RC button for 

30 sec.

All remote controls previously linked to your sight are now unlinked.   

This option allows the user to view the following 
information about the sight:

= Full name  

= SKU number

= serial number

= software version

= Enter the main menu with a long press of the M (4) 
button. 

Enter the submenu "Info" with a short press of the M 
button. 

џ shots 

џ hardware version

џ service information

Return to default defective pixel pattern 

This option allows you to cancel deletion of the 
defective pixels and return them to the original 
state. 

= Enter the main menu with a long press of the M (4) 
button. 

= Enter the submenu "Defective pixel repair" with a 
short press of the M button. 

= Select icon        and press М. 

= Select “Yes” if you wish to return to default 
defective pixel pattern, or “No” if you do not. 

= Confirm selection with a short press of the M 
button.

Defective 
pixel repair

= A brief message “OK” appears in the frame in 
case of success. 

= Then you can delete another defective pixel by 
moving the marker along the display. 

= Exit “Defective pixel repair” option with a long 
press of the M button.

When operating a thermal sight, defective (dead) pixels 
(bright or dark dots with constant brightness) may become 
visible on the sensor. Thermal sights allow the user to 
repair defective pixels on the detector using a software-
based method or to abort deletion. 

= Enter the main menu with a long press of the M (4) 
button. 

= Enter the submenu "Defective pixel repair" with a short 
press of the M button. 

= Select icon       with a short press of the M button. 

= A marker      appears on the left side of the display. 

= On the right side of the display appears a “magnifying 
glass” – a magnified image in a frame with a fixed cross,     
designed for easier detection of a defective pixel and to 
match the pixel with the marker, horizontal and vertical 
arrows for X and Y axes showing marker's movement.

= With a short press of the UP and DOWN buttons move 
the marker to align it with a defective pixel. 

= Switch the direction of the marker from horizontal to 
vertical and vice versa with a short press of the M button. 

= Align the defective pixel with the fixed cross in the frame 
– the pixel should disappear. 

= Delete the defective pixel with a short press of the REC 
(6) button. 

= A brief message “OK” appears in the frame in case of 
success. 

= Then you can delete another defective pixel by moving 
the marker along the display. 

= Exit “Defective pixel repair” option with a long press of 
the M button.
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STATUS BAR

The status bar is located in the lower part of the display and shows 

information on the actual operating status of the sight, including: 

- Video (video recording; in the top left corner of the display you can see a 

video icon         , current video resolution, total video time left in the 

format HH:MM:SS (hours : minutes : seconds)

- Recoil activated video recording

The built-in recorder operates in three modes: 



Recoil activated video recording

When operating in this mode, the sight starts video recording upon 

taking a shot.  

To activate this mode, press and hold down the REC button until 

recording icon          and bullet icon       appear in the upper left 

corner.  

Upon taking a shot, video recording is activated automatically - 3 

seconds before the shot and up to 3 minutes after. 

During recording you can:

Continue recording for a period of more than 3 min – briefly press 

the REC button. 

Pause a video – briefly press twice the REC button.

Stop recording – press and hold down the REC button.

 Notes:

If one or multiple shots are taken during recording, recording time will 

prolong – the last shot taken adds another three minutes. 

When recording a video in the mode “Recoil activated video recording”, 

you can use all functions available in the “Video” mode. 

Your sight is detected by an external sight as “TRAIL_XXXX”, where 

XXXX – is the last four digits of sight's serial number».

After a password is generated on an external appliance (please refer 

to the menu option “Wi-Fi setup” of the section “Main menu functions” 

of this user manual) and connection is established, the icon       in the 

status bar changes to        .



SHOT COUNTER

SCALABLE RETICLE

Trail sight is equipped with a sensor which counts shots taken with 

your rifle.

Enter the main menu, select menu item “About”.

Press the M button - line “Shots” will show the number of shots taken 

with a rifle with a Trail sight installed. 

Notes:

The shot counter is always active when the sight is on. 

The shot counter cannot be reset or deactivated.  

This function is designed to preserve ballistic properties of the M56Fi 

reticle for all magnifications. 

Enter the main menu, select menu item “Reticle setup”.

Enter menu item “Reticle type”, select Mil-Dot reticle M56Fi.

When zooming in and out the image, the selected reticle on the 

display and in the recorded video changes its geometrical size 

according to the magnification selected. 

The reticle scale changes both on the main display and in the PiP 

mode.   

To learn more about the Mil-Dot reticle M56Fi, please go online 

www.pulsar-nv.com 

 

TRAIL thermal sights support Stream Vision technology which allows 

you to stream an image from the display of your thermal sight to a 

smartphone or PC tablet via Wi-Fi in real time mode. You can find further 

guidelines on Stream Vision online: www.pulsar-nv.com 

Note: the Stream Vision application allows you to update the software 

features of your thermal sight. 

Scan the QR codes to download Stream Vision free of charge: 

http://www.pulsar-nv.com
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